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MXL’s New Drum Ensemble Kit Packs a Kick
Pack includes two Tom mics complimented by a Kick drum mic for a great starter set-up.
LOS ANGELES, CA – Continuing to make their way onto the stage, MXL announces its new MXL
DRUM PA-5K dynamic drum kit. The three-piece kit includes MXL’s brand new A-5t Tom Mics
and a longtime favorite of drummers, the A-55 Kicker.
“MXL users have been asking for live drum mics,” says MXL Global Sales Manager Scott
Krueckeberg. “MXL has always made excellent instrument microphones, but the new A-5t
dynamic tom mics are designed specifically for toms and percussion down to the mounting clips.
The DRUM PA-5K is a great dynamic kit for any recording or performing drummer.”
The A-5t is a high SPL cardioid mic with
excellent ambient rejection and has a warmth and
signature punch that complements toms and
captures distinct notes for a clear, articulated
sound. The A-55 Kicker dependably delivers the
deep, low-end punch of kick drums, and a clean
pickup for fast attacks. The A-55 Kicker also
functions well for micing bass cabinets, congas and
all other low frequency instruments.
The PA-5K set includes mounting clips and rimstands for instant set-up right out of the
box. Both the A-55 and A-5t are designed with all-metal bodies to withstand repeated,
demanding use during touring.
The DRUM PA-5K Drum Ensemble Set will be displayed at NAMM HALL A, Booth #6820.
For more information about MXL Microphones, visit www.mxlmics.com.
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About MXL:
MXL is a leading manufacturer of consumer and professional audio products for the music
recording, broadcast, post, production, and live sound markets. MXL is a division of Marshall
Electronics, headquartered in El Segundo, CA. Additional information on all MXL microphones
can be found at www.mxlmics.com.

